
IDHS 2023 STATE HOMELAND SECURITY PROGRAM

INVESTMENT APPLICATION 

1. Name of the organization:

2. Choose ONLY ONE:
National Priorities

Enhancing the protection of soft targets/crowded places 

Enhancing information and intelligence sharing and cooperation with federal agencies, 
including the Department of Homeland Security 

Combating domestic violent extremism 

Enhancing community preparedness and resilience 

Enhancing election security 

Enhancing cybersecurity 

Enduring Needs 

3. Does the project address an underserved community? If so, how will the project address
underserved communities?

- Definition of underserved community – The term “underserved communities” refers to populations sharing a
particular characteristic, as well as geographic communities, that have been systematically denied the full
opportunity to participate in aspects of economic, social and civic life. This includes community response
planning and training for fire, law-enforcement and public safety access point personnel.



4. Project Description/Purpose question: What are you doing with this project in detail?

5. How does the project support terrorism preparedness?
a. Prevent a threatened or an actual act of terrorism;
b. Prepare for all hazards and threats, while explaining the nexus to terrorism preparedness;
c. Protect citizens, residents, visitors and assets against the greatest threats and hazards,
relating to acts of terrorism; and/or
d. Respond quickly to save lives, protect property and the environment, as well as meet basic
human needs in the aftermath of an act of terrorism or other catastrophic incidents.

6. How does your project relate to the Priority chosen? Only answer if a ational riority is
chosen.



7. What assessment tool was used to determine the project need and how will this project address
that vulnerability? (Threat and Hazard Identification Risk Assessment (THIRA)/Stakeholder
Preparedness Review (SPR)/After Action Report (AAR)/etc.)

8. What is the primary Core Capability being addressed? Please describe how your project
addresses this specific Core Capability.

9. What are the anticipated long-term impacts?

10.Demonstrate the cost effectiveness of the budget plan.

11.Has the organization been awarded any SHSP grants in the last 3 years?

Yes 

No 



1 . Investment Justification Details

Project Name
Organization Name
Organization Address
Point of Contact Name
Email 
Phone Number 
Zip code of project 
Supplier 
Bidder 
UEI 
Is an EHP needed
Drone or UAS
Deployable/Shareable
Build or Sustain
New or Continuation
Planning Cost $
Training Cost $
Equipment Cost $
Exercise Cost $

Total roject ost $



1 . Budget Narrative

Item AEL Quantity Grant 
Cost 

Item Description POETE Amount LETPA

Additional explanation 


